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Reviewer's report:

Major compulsory revisions
1. compare ubm of left and right eye, label the part under interest in le ubm picture
2. Consent of patient
3. Thorough review of literature- ciliary body atrophy in 1 case and iris atrophy in many cases has been reported before
   A) Ciliary body atrophy- Check Indian journal of ophthalmology, Jan 2015

Minor essential revisions
I. Multiple spelling errors in the table controlateral, ipotropia, Ipoestesia, phtisis, vireitis, Mydriase
   A. 37. enopthalmos
   B. 38. moreover;
   C. 45. new knowledges-kindly reframe
   D. 50. ophthalmic- please correct basic spelling errors, 51. enopthalmos, 66. mandibular asymmetry, 79. Simultaneous, 139. described
   E. 56. reframe sentence- 23 year old lady with 16 year history
   F. 59. mention if 1st degree/2nd degree relation
   G. 61. expand vzv, unless mentioned earlier in the text
   H. 67. ? and atrophy causing enopthalmos- atrophy of what
   I. 70, 72, 157, 160, 163 reframe
   J. 73. test was /tests were
   H. 80. development, intense photophobia
   K. 81. presented with
Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Not suitable for publication unless extensively edited

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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